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Bond Book MCA Codes Replace MTIBRS Codes



Seemed easy… 
 Montana first mapped the Uniformed Crime Reporting 

(UCR) statues in 1978

 Annual changes were made based on modifications to 
FBI rules or Montana laws

 Often…
Many UCR codes to one MCA (e.g. PFMA)

Many MCAs to one UCR code (e.g. Aggravated Assault)

 Any changes to statutes required all MTIBRS reporting 
agencies (over 100) to make changes individually

Presenter
Presentation Notes
45 years ago, the responsibility of data collection was transferred to the Montana Board of Crime Control's Criminal Justice Data Center from the Uniform CrimeReporting Division of the F.B.I. This transfer has enhanced crime data collection by giving the state more control over the crime reporting and closer contact with local law enforcement.Over the years, Montana typically cross references 200-280 MTIBRS codes to about that many Montana laws.  Over100 agencies, regardless of RMS vendor or version of the RMS, would have to map to the MTIBRS codes individually.  In 45 years and with 11 RMS vendors and their 100+ customers, these factors created wild inconsistencies in the crosswalks.  It was difficult to know when looking at data if it was a mapping issue, or an agency “practice” issue, guidance by the courts…



Applying 45 years of lessons learned

 2019 - Montana received an FBI grant to update 
MTIBRS to the most recent FBI NIBRS tech specs
This change allowed for the ability to convert from 

flat file NIBRS to XML

 In 2020, the SAC was awarded a grant to assist local 
law enforcement & vendors with XML conversions

 These funds allowed MBCC/SAC to use 45 years of 
UCR, and 20 years of NIBRS data to course correct 
for the next chapter in crime reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FBI gave notice UCR summary reporting would sunset in 2021 in favor of the more detailed NIBRS crime data collection.  Numerous states who had turned a blind eye to NIBRS were now getting millions to convert.  Montana who was one of the first states to convert 100% in 2004, maintain this status as one of 16 states until 2020.  The 2019 grant and an end of life MTIBRS repository allowed us to move to a new repository. Montana was presented with an opportunity help agencies improve accuracy, timeliness and reliability of their data.  In order to do this, we knew vendors would have to drastically alter the way Montana collected and reported NIBRS.  Our goals was to increase buy-in from both agencies and vendors by reducing the cost burden to all.  To our knowledge, we are the only state to take this tact.The SAC used the 20 years of experience to identify the sticking points between the FBI and Montana laws (such as attempted homicides reported as ag assault, or theft of motorboat reported as theft all other)By alleviating the NIBRS sticking points, we hope to remove the NIBRS aggravation factor that have created a number of creative NIBRS related swear words.  Your RMS system should allow you to put in the incident/case story factors as they occurred, not as the FBI wants to see them.NIBRS rules should never limit your choices to just what the FBI wants to see. (arrestee armed with limited to cutting instrument, blunt object, firearm), limits for mutually exclusive and lesser included offenses.  Can’t do an ag assault with a weapon and a PFMA of any kind.  Montana can – but it is still turned into the FBI as just 1 ag assault.



New and improved    MTIBRS coding

 Because of the 2 grants, and feedback from 
agencies, the biggest MTIBRS change was born
Using the MCAs for our MTIBRS crosswalk

 Who memorized the MTIBRS codes?
 Taking a page from NCIC playbook
 Inconsistencies can be handled at the state level

Reducing NIBRS “non-sense”
 Increasing data consistency and reliability across MT
Reducing vendor and agency time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FEW… if any memorized the MTIBRS codes.  Why should they. When trying to standardize the MTIBRS code tables from vendor to vendor and agency to agency, Kelly Carrington from Carbon County and Travis McElderry from Ravalli County identified that officers and law enforcement personnel were most familiar with the MCA statutes and often didn’t know or care about the MTIBRS codes, NIBRS codes or other codes in general.  Undeterred, I continued to map the MTIBRS and UCR noticing the NCIC codes mapped on the same NIBRS crosswalk. Jason Bright with DOJs Criminal Records and Identification Services Section identified that NCIC codes were mapped at the state level so that vendors did not have to individually map those statutes.  BRILLIANT!  A consistent way of mapping to our laws, which reduces agency and vendor time and allows the SA and the MTIBRS repository to uniformly resolve the inconsistencies between the FBI and MT lawsThere are around 1200 MCAs in the bond book217 of those are sent to the FBI – which means around 1000 are not or about 82% (18% are sent)NIBRS is not nonsense, but when NIBRS rules conflict with MT laws, it can create nonsense practices and wonky datatheft of a motorboat/Montana theft laws vs the FBI definition for motorized vehicle limitation that it be on land only…Not every agency interprets the MCAs the same, but it is far more consistent to utilize these codes and consistently map MTIBRS codes to MCAs.  Montana will require vendors to update the statute tables annually for all of their customers.  No more agency-to-agency interpretation.Annual changes will no longer take 6 months to deploy as they did with the 2017 strangulation law.  



Things we’ve learned

 Some laws are not in the bond book
 46-6-212 Failure to appear

 46-9-311 Revocation of bail

 Modifiers for 9 MCAs – (such as 45-5-206 PFMA)

 Some MTIBRS options were deactivated – (45-5-202 
ag assault)

 MCAs changed from flat file to XML – (20-4-303, 
Abuse of teachers, non-aggravated 13B to 90Z)

 45-6-301 – Theft - UG!  😖😖😖😖

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These few statutes that are largely used for warrant arrests, the JMS and or needed for courts.  These can be added for each agency and mapped to NIBRS.  Vendors will likely take care of adding these additional “non-bond book” statutes.9 statutes require a modifier to map appropriately to the FBI UCR codes used for NIBRS.  The best example is PFMA that can be ag assault, simple assault or intimidation.  In the past we have allowed for statutes like 45-5-202 Ag assault to be mapped to ag, simple or intimidation per the statute.  Because we have simple assault and intimidation laws, for xml we map those directly to the UCR code that best matches.  We’ll assess if this is appropriate after 2024.Some codes will change behind the scenes in XML.  Abuse of teachers switched from simple assault to a group b, crime against society.  All you need to know is that it is happening behind the scenes…The theft statue currently requires a “modifier” to map properly and is a NIGHTMARE!



Flexibility – consistency – simplicity (sort of)
Bond book MCA Modifier UCR MCA or CFR Description
45-6-301[FEL] C 240 Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (motor vehicle theft)
45-6-301[FEL] D 23A Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (pickpocket)
45-6-301[FEL] E 23B Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (purse snatch)
45-6-301[FEL] F 23C Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (shoplifting)
45-6-301[FEL] G 23D Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (from building)
45-6-301[FEL] H 23E Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (from coin operated machine)
45-6-301[FEL] I 23F Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (belongings from vehicle)
45-6-301[FEL] J 23G Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (MV parts/accessories)
45-6-301[FEL] K 23H Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (all other)
45-6-301[FEL] N 26B-2024 Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (credit card fraud)
45-6-301[FEL] O 26E-2024 Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (wire fraud)
45-6-301[FEL] P 26A-2024 Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (fraud all other)
45-6-301[FEL] Q 26C-2024 Theft of Property >$5,000/Common Scheme (impersonation)
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Presentation Notes
The bond book alone has 67 options for this code before the FBI modifiers are added Currently there are 156 options for this statute with the FBI categories added.For 2024, 4 additional options will be added for fraud offenses to allow for cyber space location type for theft offenses.  Currently, the options to not allow this location type as theft is not an approved FBI location type for cyber space… but fraud is.  After those codes are added, there will be 163 options for 45-6-301 but you won’t get a NIBRS error for location type.  Yay – kind of!?!



Set in stone… NOPE!
 The new MCA mapping is still a baby

 We have already collected numerous changes to be 
presented to the state and vendors at the end of the 
year
Options presented will have been vetted by the FBI and 

our MTIBRS repository vendor

 Growth and training

 Potential for vendor user groups
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As we work with this new coding more, we’ll evolve.  Your feedback is important…  we don’t know what we don’t know.  All of the changes made for XML conversion were made to remove the NIBRS burden from agencies – and place it at the state level when possible, sometimes with the assistance of your RMS vendors.  In the long run we all benefit by being on the same page.As we collect the issues that need to be resolved with the new coding process, we’ll present these issues and suggested changes in December to vendors, and agencies for feedback before changes are implemented.  We will make sure to run the issues and options presented by our FBI trainers and MTIBRS repository vendor to avoid options that may not be feasible.  As we make changes like these, we grow further apart from “vanilla NIBRS”, yet have the potential to provide supporting data for national changes.  This is a good thing.  We don’t make these changes without involving the FBI and agencies.Currently, we coordinate with the FBI who provides agency NIBRS training in the spring and fall each year via zoom.  It’s pretty good training, however again – there are ever-growing differences Montana has made on your behalf to reduce the need for NIBRS training.We offer a session after the national zoom training to identify where MT has assisted agencies with NIBRS requirements.  Those sessions are posted on line.We also obviously offer these JTF trainings which are posted online along with the slides.What else would help to provide assistance with changes Vendor user groups – each vendor implements things differently.  Those on Motorola Flex have noticed that their theft statute is only the 63 options from the bond book.  After selecting the correct code, and subcategories, they have a drop down box that lets them select the appropriate NIBRS category.  Pretty slick.  Hopefully other vendors will follow suit over the next few years.  It’s helpful for agencies with the same vendor to problem solve issues that impact their fellow 



Upcoming Training

 July 19, 2023 – Intimidation Assault PFMA Issues

 August 2, 2023 – XML Scheduled Submissions

 https://mbcc.mt.gov/Data/MTIBRS-Training

Do you have suggestions for future session topics? We'd 
love to hear them! Please email your ideas to
MBCCdata@mt.gov

https://mbcc.mt.gov/Data/MTIBRS-Training
mailto:MBCCdata@mt.gov
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